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Appendix 6 - Case study: instructors  
Two instructors played a key role in supporting and developing this 
project. Initially, J and A supported learners in the computer lab while 
tutors provided the activities and resources. However, they increasingly 
took on an advisory and developmental role, adapting materials and 
making suggestions for implementing a more staged approach to 
emailing.  

Before one lab session, I had developed materials to help learners 
recognise the need to read and respond to the content of an email; 
however, J thought that using paper-based resources in the computer 
lab would confuse students and offered to adapt the materials to use in 
a follow-up workshop session. The revised materials and approach were 
successful and led to students responding more to the content of emails 
in the computer lab session.  

As the project developed, J and A continued to provide advice and to 
adapt materials. In a final meeting to evaluate the project, they made the 
following comments:  

 the focus on emailing and developing IT skills was useful, ‘it was very 
deep end…we didn’t prepare them but it was useful to see what they 
could do…their existing knowledge…’. J felt that if students did not 
have the skills to type and send emails this was ‘worrying…they 
should be able to do this’ 

  writing emails provided ‘a freer task…entry 1 tasks can dumb things 
down a bit…This project showed us what learners can do and didn’t 
limit them.’ 

 ‘the task was beyond some learners.’ One of the entry one groups 
was a lower level and several learners struggled to send an email.  

Instructors’ recommendations  

 more exposure to a range of digital tools by embedding a brief 
introduction to Kahoot, Padlet, Google forms, What’s App or Moodle 
into the entry 1 scheme of work.  

 more time; a 45-minute slot in the computer lab is not enough, ‘some 
learners were just getting started.’ 

 more follow-up work, for example, sending an email from home and 
working on paper-based emails to support sub-skills of spelling, 
punctuation and structuring an email. 
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 buddy learners up, so that those with higher level IT skills and or 
language skills can support emerging learners 

 make use of the computers in the college foyer; many learners do not 
have computers or internet access at home. 

 collaborate with IT tutors and with the employability team to create 
engaging and appropriate tasks to develop digital literacy and 
language.  

 ask learners to create college gmail accounts. The college email 
system is confusing.  

 start with a paper-based email exchange in class to convey the 
concept of reading and replying. Follow this up with a live email 
exchange between tutors or a learner and a tutor.  

 do more work from the outset on the format and structure of an 
email. 

 

  


